Abstract: Today, computers are based on automata model of computations i.e. Turing Machine and are designed to be deterministic; chaotic behavior is undesirable when considering the stability of algorithms for example. However, when attempting to build the theory of the phenomena of Collective Intelligence (CI), it appears that molecular models of computations relying on chaotic behavior of its components must be used as the computational model. Moreover, Chaos emerges as the essential component for Collective Intelligence (CI) computational processes, providing some required computational mechanisms and computational properties. The paper attempts to define Collective Intelligence and describe relations between CI and Chaos.
Introduction
Collective Intelligence (CI) phenomena are widely observed among beings at all biological levels [5] : starting from Collective Intelligence of bacterial colony fighting against an applied drug, through the Collective Intelligence of social insects (e.g. ants, honeybees), wolves hunting for deer, up to the Collective Intelligence of human social structures. The power of Collective Intelligence as a computational process (for social structures' problem solving) is well known; see for example ant algorithms [1] . Recent research has shown that the computational model of Collective Intelligence is quite different comparing to digital computers. Single beings, weather a small ant (considered by researchers as automata) or a highly intelligent human, ultimately face the same problem -a small accidental event considered as the initial condition for their period of activity, can dramatically change expected final results, causing a butterfly effect. In the case of a small ant, a random turn to the left when exploring the range around a nest, can result in the discovery of a huge food deposit, and consecutively in an avalanche response from all its worker nest mates gathering there, to transport the food towards the nest. A similar situation could be experienced by sir Branson for example -a small piece of information in the morning newspaper or on the internet can result in Branson's activity and thus huge shifts of capital -e.g. in abandoning his space program in favor of say, a new anti-cancer program that promises fantastic benefits. The ant and Sir Branson doing his business, in fact both function in the frame of their global social structure activity (global means: from nest perspective or from humankind perspective). Analyzing the social structure from a higher formal level, and applying the proper model of computations to the social structure, allows us to find stability level, because Chaos of individual existence summarized over the social structure, converts into a kind of determinism of Collective Intelligence. Despite the chaotic behavior of single beings, the Collective Intelligence of given social structure is predictable, can be formally described and Collective Intelligence Quotient (IQS) for this social structure can be defined and estimated [2] , [3] , [4] . However, it must be highlighted that Chaos is most important for mergence of Collective Intelligence in the social structure. The paper will give a short overview of the theory of computational Collective Intelligence, as is presented in [4] and will discuss relations between the two phenomena: Chaos of individual existence and Collective Intelligence of a social structure.
Computational model of Collective Intelligence.
The entry point for all discussion about Collective Intelligence phenomena is based on the following observations: 1. The individuals inside a social structure usually cooperate or interact in chaotic, often non-continuous ways. In a social structure, beings move quasi-randomly because needs and opportunities of real life force them to do so. 2. Predicate calculus, where facts, rules and goals are used to build inferences, seems to be the most suitable mathematical formalism to describe behavior of beings. 3. Inference processes performed by beings are made randomly, starting when there is a need, when higher-level needs are temporarily not disturbing a given being, or when there is a chance to rendezvous and make inference(s). Most inferences are never finished. This makes the similarity to Brownian movements almost striking, and suggests using quasi-Brownian movements 1 for modeling behavior in a social structure. 4. Individual inferences are also accidental and chaotic. 5. Resources for inferences are distributed in space, time, and among beings. 6. The performance of a given social structure is highly dependent on its organization. 7. Facts and rules in an inference system can create inconsistent systems.
Multiple copies are allowed. 8. Probability over the domain of problems must be used as an IQ measure for a social structure. Collective Intelligence is defined [4] as the unconscious, nondeterministic, parallel and distributed inference process run by social structure. Thus, mathematical logic (not Boolean algebra) is used as the basic computational formalism in the CI model of computations. To run this process, beings "are used" in an unconscious way as computational elements, data and software transferring elements and data and software storage elements. The brains of beings necessary for everyday life, mutual communication and displacements activity of beings allow these Collective Intelligence functions to be accomplished. The molecular model of computations allows us to formalize this i.e. to give precise definitions and to run simulations to achieve final results on e.g. how intelligent a given social structure is against a specific problem. Let us look at some basic concepts and definitions. to define which CMs can pass through it.
Such an act is considered as Input/Output for the given CS with a given .
It is also allowable to define degenerated membranes marked with or i.e. a collision-free (with membrane) path can be found going from the exterior to the interior of an area enclosed by such a membrane, for all types of CMs.
The simplest possible application of degenerated membranes in the CS simulating a given social structure is to make, e.g. streets or other boundaries.
If the CS contains clauses as well as other CSs, then it is considered to be one of a higher order, depending on the level of internal CS. Such internal CS will be also labeled with ˆj v e.g.
 
  
specific CS).
Thus, the appearance of a solution of a problem in the CS can be observable.  Temporarily, the density of some CMs can be increased in the given area of CS. After the given i j CS reaches the necessary form, it migrates to specific area(s) to increase the speed of selected inferences.
Let there be given a set S of individuals indiv 1 ,…, indiv n existing in any environment Env. No specific nature is assumed for the individuals nor for their environment. It is necessary only to assume the existence of a method to distinguish =1,..., i indiv i n from the Env. Let there be also given a testing period t start -t end to judge/evaluate the property of CI of S{…} in Env. Let there now be given any universe U of possible problems Probl i proper for the environment Env, and be let there be given a complexity evaluation for every The basic concept of the definition is that the property CI emerges for a set of individuals S in an environment U iff there emerges a quite new problem U  , which can be solved from that point, or similar but even more complex problems can be solved. Even a small modification in the structure of a social group, or in its communication system, behavior, or even in, e.g. the education of some individuals, can result in CI emergence or increase. This is one among many cases found when working on CI theory, of key importance of the Chaos for this phenomena. An example is when the shoemakers moved their shops from remote villages into the City. This can be the result of a king's order or creation of a "free trade zone". The important thing is that the distance between them has been reduced so much that it triggers new communication channels of some nature (e.g. spying). Defining CI seems simple but measuring it is quite a different problem. The difficulty with measuring CI lies in the necessity of using a specific model of computations, which is not based on the DTM Turing Machine. 
CS and CS . Only if we consider
n CS on the level of nations, where exchange (migration) of humans takes place, can such a case be considered an approximation to such high level rendezvous and inferences. This is, however, just approximation, because finally, this exchange is implemented at the level of personal contact of humans, which are just rendezvous and inferences of two . It will be allowable to have internal CS k inside the main CS, as static ones (taking fixed positions) to define sub-structures such as streets, companies, villages, cities, etc. For simplicity, we will try to approximate beings as CS 0 ; otherwise, even statistical analysis would be too complicated. It is also important to assume that the results of inference are not allowed to infer recursively. They must immediately disperse after inference; however, after a certain time, inferences between them are allowed again (this is called refraction in Expert Systems).
The two basic definitions for CI and its measure IQS have the form: 
DEFINITION 4: COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT (IQS)
IQS is measured by the probability P that after time t, the conclusion CM goal will be reached from the starting state of CS n , as a result of the assumed N-element inference. This is denoted
Please note that IQS is not scalar like human IQ -it is a function (surface). For evaluating CI the last two definitions fulfill these requirements:  Nelement inferences can be allowed to be interpreted as any problem-solving process in a social structure or inside a single being, where N inferences are necessary to get a result; or any production process, where Ntechnologies/elements have to be found and unified into one final technology or product. Therefore, in the same uniform way, we model inferring processes or production processes within a social structure. This is very important because some inference processes can be observed only through resultant production processes or specific logical behavior (of ants, bees, bacteria).  Simulating N-element inferences allows us to model the distribution of inference resources between individuals, dissipation in space or time, or movements (or temporary concentration) in the CS. This reflects well the dissipated, moving, or concentrated resources in a social structure of any type.  Cases can be simulated where some elements of the inference chain are temporarily not available, but at a certain time t, another inference running in the background or in parallel will produce the missing components. This is well known in human social structures, e.g. when a given research or technological discovery is blocked until missing theorems or sub-technology is discovered.  Humans infer in all directions: forward, e.g. improvements of existing technology; backward, e.g. searching how to manufacture a given product going back from the known formula; and also through generalization, e.g. two or more technologies can be combined into one more general and powerful technology or algorithm. The N-element inference simulated in the RPP reflects all these cases clearly.
Importance of Chaos in Collective Intelligence systems.
When working on phenomena of Collective Intelligence and later on during process of building its computational model, and finally when constructing basic definitions, is has been found that Chaos as a property of the considered systems is one of the fundamental components for CI and must be "of proper form" to keep CI working properly. A good example is bacteria, where small mutation immunizing some bacteria against an applied drug, results in the butterfly effect (positive) for this species of bacteria (and negative for us). This happens frequently because specific Collective Intelligence [6] based on mutual observation (of metabolism products) and the exchange of DNA emerges in bacterial colonies. However, for this kind of CI , a proper form of Chaos must be maintained in the bacterial colony, otherwise the CI phenomena may vanish. Please note, that on this basis, a research problem of key importance can probably be proposed; "what should the measure and form of Chaos be in the given social structure, e.g. making a company immune to market fluctuations". Another important issue when regarding relations of Chaos and CI is that in most cases, researchers working with Chaos theory, by default think about "one process" whereas in case of CI we should think in terms of "parallel Chaos". Only parallel chaotic existence of beings can produce convincing, strong global CI results. In most cases, (especially when individual intelligence of a being is low) it must be massive parallelism. Increasing the organization of a social structure reduces chaotic behavior of individuals, awarding with individual safety, lower cost of daily life, higher global performance but on the other hand, dramatically reduces ability to solve unexpected, new problems, which a social structure can face. Please note that built-in behavioral strategy of single being (at all intelligence levels) in case of any catastrophe is "panic behavior" which has a chaotic nature. In case of bacteria, this is forced mutation, while in case of more complex beings it can take any form of escape. Keep in mind that CI easily devotes single beings when whole social structure profit from this -which implies cancelation of given chaotic local (individual) process. It is interesting that social structures frequently add a "chaotic component" to their existence in an artificial way. Good examples are: slave & aristocrat: a slave's life is deterministic, whereas the aristocrat, on the basis of resources produced by slaves, is allowed to lead a more chaotic life. Other examples are; a regiment on a battle field with rangers around, the concept of lottery giving an illusory chance to simple people, to change their life, etc. Summarizing the discussion, the ability of the social structure to solve specific class of problems, expressed through CI parameter IQS becomes non-Chaotic; despite a lot of individual Chaos inside the social structure.
